determines the relative importance of independent variables in an estimation model based on contribution to an overall model fit statistic
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BACKGROUND
In Switzerland, individuals are required to choose
their own insurance coverages, including plans
with restricted vs. unrestricted access, a
deductible from six optional levels, and
supplementary insurance. Theories of decisionmaking on insurance suggest there are a variety
of factors that influence health plan choices.

QUESTIONS
Who are more likely to opt for high deductibles,
alternative health plan, and supplementary
insurance?
What is the relative importance of different factors
that are in relation to health insurance choices?

INVESTIGATION

DATA & METHODS

RESULTS

Who was studied?

Swiss adults aged 26+, using 2017
Swiss Household Panel

• Summary of logistic regressions (directions)

What are the outcome
variables?
What are the predictors?

:: Low vs. high deductibles
:: Standard vs. restricted health plans
:: Private insurance for hospital (binary)
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Demographic & Socioeconomic
AGE

FEMALE

EDUCATION

:: Socioeconomic factors
:: Health status & Risk attitude
:: Personality traits
:: Supply-side characteristics

INCOME

EMPLOYMENT

MARRIED

Who are more likely to
choose high deductibles, Logistic Regression
alternative health plan,
Dominance Analysis
and supplementary
:: Determines the relative importance of
predictors in an estimation model
insurance?
How to assess relative
importance of different
factors related to choice
of health plans?
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based on their contribution to an overall
model
:: Uses R2 analogues to determine the
sample dominance relationships in
logistic regression
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:: Uses the bootstrap procedure to
determine the reproducibility of the
sample result

LIMITATIONS
1 :: Study uses cross-sectional observational data, is thus not
causal.
2 :: Survey subjects to various biases.
3 :: Study may not be applicable to other insurance systems.
4 :: It is time consuming to compute all possible submodels with
the dominance analysis approach. Relative weights analysis
could be an alternative approach.

• Relative importance of predictors (general
dominance/ranking)
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MAIN MESSAGES
1 :: This study implies that success to a system empowering
individuals to make informed insurance choices relies crucially
on understanding of behavioral limitations.
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2 :: Designing a health insurance system that takes into
individual behavioral factors may help avoid unnecessary health
care expenditures, and ultimately improve health outcomes.
3 :: This study suggests income effect on health insurance
choices might not be intended by behavioral limitations.
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Note: onlNote: only ranking levels 1-5 are reported, and they denote relative importance going
from higher to lower.
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